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DONOR PROFILE: 4276
The past and current personal and family medical history, physical examination, and laboratory test results
determine that donor 4276 is eligible and approved for semen donation at The Sperm Bank of California. This
profile was prepared in December, 2009.

PERSONAL INFORMATION
Identity-Release® Program: No
Month/year of birth: 12/1989
Education: Pursuing a Bachelors Degree in Environmental Studies
Current occupation: Student
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Height: 6’0”
Weight: 148
Hair color: Dark Brown
Hair type: Thick and Wavy
Eye color: Green Hazel
Complexion: Fair/ Creamy
Body type: Medium
Ethnic origin: German, Czech, Scottish, Swedish, Belgian, French
Religion: Born Agnostic, Practicing Prasangika Buddhism/ Existentialism
Blood group/Rh: B+
Baby photo available: Yes
Other defining features: Thick eyebrows. Resembles Daniel Radcliffe (who plays Harry Potter)
especially in profile.
FAMILY MEDICAL HISTORY KEY:
D donor
Ch child
F father
M mother
S sister
B brother
Co cousin
A aunt
U uncle
MGF maternal grandfather
MGM maternal grandmother
PGF paternal grandfather
PGM paternal grandmother

FAMILY MEDICAL HISTORY
Genital/Reproductive: M: Uterine Fibroids, onset at 36, hysterectomy, condition resolved.
Heart: F: High Blood Pressure, onset at 52, diet and exercise changes, managed. PGF: Heart Attack
(due to obesity), cause of death at 44. PGM: Heart Attack, 69, hospitalization, ongoing, managed.
Metabolic/Endocrine: PGM: Diabetes, onset at 57, dietary changes, insulin dependent.
Neurological: PGM: Peripheral Neuropathy, onset at 59, home assistance, difficulty walking.
Skin: D: currently has visible acne. Treatment unknown
Sight/Sound/Smell: D:100/20 100/20. MGF: Macular Degeneration, onset at 76, photocoagulation,
legally blind.
Other: D: Hernia, onset at 3, surgery, condition resolved.
DONOR LAB RESULTS
Chlamydia: Negative
HIV 1 & 2: Negative
Hepatitis B: Negative
Urinalysis: Normal
Cystic Fibrosis: Negative

Gonorrhea: Negative
Syphilis: Nonreactive
CMV total antibody: Nonreactive
Hepatitis C: Negative
HTLV 1 & 2: Negative
Chem panel: Normal
CBC: Normal
Tay Sachs: N/A
Sickle cell anemia/thalassemia: Negative

DONOR NARRATIVE: Donor # 4276
Describe your personality (introvert, extrovert, funny, serious, goal-oriented, curious, etc.).
I have been described as intelligent, inquisitive, driven and creative. I tend to set goals and
pursue them with passion. I am athletic- I ran cross country and track and field in high
school, where I also played water polo and swam on the swim team. I was my high school
valedictorian, and a member of the Chess and Math Clubs. Many of my friends describe
me as a ‘hippie’ because I tend to wear colorful and unusual clothes and expound liberal
and progressive ideas. While I am certainly a leftist, I like to think that I am more driven
than the stereotypical hippie.
I have also been described as having an eclectic music taste. I enjoy klezmer, Celtic,
Eastern European in general, blues, hip-hop, techno, rock and roll, reggae, ska, soul,
ragtime, old time, bluegrass, punk rock, Balkan brass, and others.
What are your special interests and talents?
I love to play music! I write tunes and songs, and enjoy learning other peoples’ music as
well. The music I enjoy playing most is Eastern-European folk music. I can play guitar,
accordion, bass, and percussion (drum set, spoons, and washboard). I love to read- some of
my favorite books are Catcher in the Rye, The Old Man and the Sea, and The Communist
Manifesto. I spend a lot of time riding bicycles and performing bicycle maintenance, fixing
up old bicycles and keeping mine running smoothly. I also enjoy going on hikes and
spending time in nature, and making fermented foods. These include sauerkraut, kimchi,
kvass, ginger beer, mead, and wine.
How would you describe your enjoyment of and skills in the following areas:
math: I have always been very successful in math classes. My math test scorers are
generally high, but I prefer humanities classes.
mechanical: I can perform most bicycle repair tasks, and enjoy bicycle repair.
athletic: I like to ride my bike, swim, and hike. I was a pretty good distance runner in
high school.
musical, artistic, creative: I can play many instruments and enjoy writing music. I also
like to paint my own and other’s faces.
language (what languages do you speak?): Spanish
What are your goals and ambitions in life?
I want to save the planet from the system of capitalism and excess that is poisoning our
minds and the environment! I want to influence people to localize their economies and help
make communities self-sufficient, not dependent on goods from far away. I eventually
would like to get married and have at most two children. I want to improve my accordion
playing and expand my repertoire to the point where if I wanted to I could travel around
and subsist by playing for money. I want to become a professor in some discipline at a
university. I want to learn French, and improve my Spanish. I want to join the Peace
Corps.

Why do you want to be a sperm donor?
I want to be a sperm donor because I know that parents who want children are the best
parents, and I would like to increase the ratio of planned pregnancies to unplanned ones in
society. If people want to have a baby and are prepared to raise one, then they should
definitely be able to have that baby. Basically I would like to help people have children that
they are going to love and care for.
Did you choose to be an Identity-Release® Program donor? Yes______ No__X Why did you
make this choice?
I chose to remain anonymous because I was scared that I would feel pressured to construct
an inorganic relationship if an adult off spring sought me out. With that said, I am open to
learning more about the program, especially because I sympathize with the wish to know
one’s full health history.
What message would you like us to pass on to the people who are getting your sperm?
These are some things I feel are important in raising a child:
-If possible, have the child learn to play a musical instrument at a young age. I recommend
the piano or violin. -Avoid taking the child to fast food restaurants, and strive to provide
healthy food. -Read to the child nightly, and try teaching him or her to read at a very
young age. -Send the child to public school.

